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Abstract: Every day, huge numbers of consumers come to shop for numerous goods at mall round the world. lately, shoppers use 
a handcart or basket when buying the groceries at a mall . additionally, the procurement of products involves a classy process 
during which the purchasers must bring the items they have to urge to the check-out area, then stand and wait during an 
extended line so as that the products are often scanned, the whole amount calculated and thus the bill paid. As a results of this 
problem, this research study presents the event of a sensible cart for smart shopping. A barcode tag is found on every item during 
a mall , and therefore the smart cart will include a barcode reader on a cart also as cart has its own serial number in order that 
every cart can identified uniquely and cashier also can keep a track on the item inserted in cart . customer also can scan using 
his/her mobile devices through application the serial number given on smart cart and track the small print of things added in 
cart and parallely customer can ask queries also as can give feedback of products and item. 
While shopping, customers can scan the products then place them within the basket or cart, and therefore the mobile device will 
record and display the worth and name of every item. Also, the basket will have a weight sensor system which may confirm the 
accurate pricing of produce during the shopping process. Calculation of the whole cost of the customer's groceries are getting to 
be performed and stored within the memory of the smart basket's microcontroller. This data are getting to be sent from the 
basket to the foremost computer's server via a transmitter. Therefore, the proposed smart basket will allow shoppers to avoid 
waiting in line and having to constantly believe the number of money they go to need to spend. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Mall and market could also be an enormous corner for customer to purchasing the daily requirement like branded food item, snacks, 
cloth materials, electric and electronic devices etc. Nowadays, a maximum numbers of mall are available within the world. In 
holidays and weekend time we'll see a huge rush at mall. the general public was demand & spending longer in mall . 
Every day, huge numbers of consumers come to shop for numerous goods at mall round the world. lately , shoppers use a handcart 
or basket when buying the groceries at a mall .  
The varied items are purchase in mall or markets with help of shopping trolley or Cart. It is an complicated process during which the 
purchasers must bring the things they need to get to the check-out area, then stand and wait during a long line in order that the 
products are often scanned, the whole amount calculated and thus the bill paid. 
As a results of this problem, this research study presents the event of a sensible cart for smart shopping. A barcode tag is found on 
every item during a mall , and therefore the smart cart will include a barcode reader on a cart also as cart has its own serial number 
in order that every cart can identified uniquely and cashier also can keep a track on the item inserted in cart. 
Customer also can scan using his/her mobile devices through application the serial number given on smart cart and track the small 
print of things added in cart and parallely customer can ask queries also as can give feedback of products and items 
While shopping, customers can scan the products then place them within the basket or cart, and therefore the mobile device will 
record and display the worth and name of every item. Also, the basket will have a weight sensor system which may confirm the 
accurate pricing of produce during the shopping process. 
Calculation of the whole cost of the customer's groceries are getting to be performed and stored within the memory of the smart 
basket's microcontroller.  
This data are getting to be sent from the basket to the foremost computer's server via a transmitter. Therefore, the proposed smart 
basket will allow shoppers to avoid waiting in line and having to constantly believe the number of money they go to need to spend. 
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II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 
Nowadays, people like to shop from malls and supermarkets for their daily requirements products like branded food items, cloths, 
snacks material, and electrical devices, etc. 
As we know when people go for shopping in malls or supermarkets and while buying products they face some issues related to 
products like product details, pricing, and availability of products, and after buying all products again they have to stand in the 
queue for the billing process. 
In Existing System Customers are not very well known to the offers of products available at malls or supermarket and sometimes 
the offer is being expired and customer is not aware of that thing. Because of this misunderstanding, the customer faces a problem at 
the billing counter and sometimes customer have to remove those products which don’t lie under offers 
All this concludes with lots of paperwork and lots of time-consuming processes. This paper provides information about 
implementing the technologies that supported sensors, protocols, and application problems; with the IoT, we will emphasize the 
latest developments in RFID, smart sensors, communication technologies, and protocols. These technologies can directly enable 
application with no human interference. IoT enables the development of new technologies. In this research survey, we've included 
all the present scenarios that supported product identification and presented RFID based smart cart analysis aside from other survey 
papers we've provided more collective summary of obtainable technologies and research of smart product identification to deliver 
standard information about the emerging field and that we have also discussed the pros and cons of all methods and issues regarding 
the research. We have also explained the relationship between IoT and smart product-based identification methodology; also we've 
included the RFID range. 
In this paper, the author designed a system for malls. The system is placed in the trolleys. It consists of an RFID reader and each 
product has an RFID tag. The billing is completed in the smart trolley itself. Product name and its price display on the Mobile phone 
of customer screen. At the cash counter, the entire bill was relocated to a non-public Computer by a wireless frequency module. The 
disadvantage of this scheme is after completion of shopping, a key's pressed indicating the ultimate promoting amount of the whole 
item, and that we can’t add or remove the products.. 
 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 
During survey we found that the majority of the people avoid of waiting in long queues to shop for a couple of products actually 
they leave mall . People find it difficult to locate the merchandise they wanted to shop for , after selecting product they have to face 
during a long queue for billing and payment. 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
This study develops a sensible handcart which may be applied for supermarkets and malls. The user interface provides the Barcode 
reader on every cart and assistive information to promote the shopping service for customers. In addition, the automated billing 
facility can avoid queue within the check-out process in order that the higher shopping experience for patrons are often created. 
 

V. SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM 
The purpose of the research paper to cultivate the manual buying process to automatic buying process for.eg so that customer can 
easily buy product and pay by devices which inter-connected to the smart cart. We will developed such shopping cart by using IOT 
devices which will make the customer easier to buy and pay bills by scanning the QR code which is attached to the smart cart. 
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